defining a covering family 3 to consist of those rectangles Ax B where A is μ measurable, B e έ% and g(A X B) < co or those sets N such that g(N) = 0, we obtain the outer measurê = (i«ov) on Z generated by (the content) g and covering family 3.
A system of regular conditional measures is a sequence begun by a measure v 0 on a space X x and followed by regular conditional measures v; (relative to /*») on spaces X i+ί (i=l, 2, •) where μι = v 0 and μ i+1 = (μι o vϊ) for ί = 1, 2, . Set XTliXif and for xeX write x ι for the point (a?i, x 2 , , ccO which is the projection of x onto the space X ί = Πy=i -Xy and similarly write S { = Πi=i Sj whenever the sets Sj are subsets of Xj(j = l, ---,i).
For such a system of regular conditional measures a generalization of Tulcea's extension theorem for regular conditional probabilities holds, a Fubini-like theorem for integrable functions is obtained and finally, for topological spaces, a condition is given for the extension of inner regularity and almost Lindelόfness properties. Let &*' = {/5 G ^*: g(β) < oo, ^(a;, /3) is uniformly bounded on β, and p(x, β) exists for all xeβ} and &' = ^*' U .^** and use ^' and # to generate a measure <p on X. Our first objectives are to prove that φ and g agree on the covering family &' and that members of & are φ measurable. To do this we need and state a generalization of Tulcea's extension theorem for regular conditional probabilities. The final objective is to show that the product topology on X is inner regular and almost Lindelόf [1] whenever the component spaces are provided the spaces are of finite measure and the conditional measures are continuous [1] , The proof of this parallels that given for general product measures [2] . 1* A generalization of Tulcea's extension theorem* Let a regular conditional measure system y be given as above and assume that v'XXj) = 1 and v\(x\ X i+1 ) = 1 for each i and x ι e X\ i.e., v\ is a system of regular conditional probabilities. Define the measures μ\ as above with μ [ -v[ and μ' i+1 = (μl o vΊ) and let SέΓ be the family of subsets of X which are cylinders in X over sets which are μ\ measurable for some i. Now let Ψ be the measure on X generated by the covering family J^~ and the content h defined by
where αcΓ and β = a x X? e ST.
The measure Ψ differs from the conventional Tulcea extension of the conditional probabilities v\ in that in going from μ\ to μ' i+ί the sets a c X ί+1 for which ΛJ JI**j\ th , ILUtAy^-L^kΛ^KΛ/tλj \J are assigned measure zero whereas, in the conventional extension they may not even be measurable. The conventional method of proof [3] for Tulcea's extension theorem, however, may be carried through for this new extension with essentially no changes. Therefore we give without proof the following. 
. If Se^f then φ(S) = g(S). Let f = {A:A = X*-1 x β ζ x X? for some i and & e note that if A -φ(S n A) + 9>(S -A) .
We consequently learn that members of ^ are φ measurable since &' is the covering family for φ. Now let us assume that each of the spaces X { is endowed with a topology _^7 an d that J/~* is the product of the topologies ^7, 1 ^ j ^ i. Then the sequence jτ\ will be called a. Proof. Suppose A e ^7 then for some countable family 5^ such that each a e 57 is a cylinder a! x a" where a' e jΓ^a ) and α" = X* [a) we have A -U 2^. Since α' above is μ Ua) measurable, a is φ measurable and consequently A is φ measurable. Since φ(X) < c>o and each set a! can be μ i{a) approximated by a closed subset as closely as desired, it follows that each a e 27 can be φ approximated as closely as desired by the (closed) cylinders over those closed subsets. Since φ(A) < 00 a finite subfamily gf' of Z? can be chosen so that φ(\j 2Γ') is as close to φ(A) as desired. Hence A may be φ approximated as closely as desired by closed subsets (which are the union of the closed cylinders associated with 5f'). Thus J7~ is i.r. relative to φ.
To see that ^~ is a.L., let Sίf be an open covering of X and let Sίfi be the family of open sets in X 1 such that each cylinder in X over one of these open sets is a subset of some member of Thus, letting <g^ = {β : β = a x X? for some a e £?$ we see that members of ^ belong to the base for the topology and that X = \}Sίf = \Ji U^ Using the fact that jT^ is both i.r. and a.L. we can select a countable subfamily Sfff of St\ for which = 0. Now, letting γ = {β : β = a x X? for some a e we have Φ(\J^i -\J^/) = 0 and taking ^ to be such a countable subfamily of .^^ that each member of <gγ is a subset of some member of .^, we obtain further that Φ(\J^i -U^) = 0.
Finally, let & = U* -^ an( i conclude,
X -u^ = LI* U^ -U c L
and Noting that .^ is a countable subfamily of ^5^ completes the proof.
